
IP-UMS Unified Messaging System

Imagine the efficiency and productivity of customizing how  voicemails, email messages, and
fax messages are created, sent,  received, tracked, synchronised, and archived – all from one
central  location.

      

  

Download brochure

  

  

Samsung’s OfficeServ IP-UMS merges it all through a robust unified  messaging system for the 
small to medium size business that must  operate and compete on the big business stage.

  

 Samsung’s OfficeServ IP-UMS has enhanced functionality to provide fully  synchronised unified
messaging along with powerful Text to Speech (TTS)  capability that together enables the
subscriber to listen, record,  organise and maintain all their messaging from a suitable device of 
their choice.

  

  Features
  

OfficeServ IP-UMS offers a host of advanced features like:

    
    -  Web and Outlook Subscriber Services  
    -  Fully synchronised unified messaging  
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    -  Scalable up to 128 ports on the OfficeServ 7400, serving up to       1,000 subscribers (32
ports on the OfficeServ 7200)   
    -  Single and efficient toolbar interface with Outlook gives  employees      one-stop control
over multiple message formats.   
    -  Voicemails, emails and faxes are all labeled, routed,  synchronised      and stored per
individual user preference.   
    -  Advanced text-to-speech capabilities allow users to dial into  their mailboxes and have
their email messages read to them by the IP-UMS  server (in a choice of languages if required).
This service can be used  within the enterprise or from the outside world using a standard or 
mobile telephone.   
    -  Incoming faxes can be received on the PC and documents can be  faxed      right from
your desktop.   
    -  Administrators can log into a convenient web-accessed       administration page and
manage system changes remotely – including       programming greeting and call routing
modifications on the built-in auto       attendant.   

  

Samsung OfficeServ IP-UMS delivers streamlined messaging unification and  convergence for
small-to-midsized businesses – powerful, convenient,  scalable and affordable.  To increase
productivity and messaging  efficiency within your organization, step up to Samsung OfficeServ 
IP-UMS messaging system.
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